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Context

In the last few decades, Algebraic Data Types (ADT) have emerged as an incredibly effective tool to model and manipulate data for programming. Algebraic Data Types are the combination of “Product types”, which correspond to
records, and “Sum types”, which correspond to tagged unions, an extension of traditional enumerations. Algebraic
Data Types are also provided with “pattern matching”, an extension of switch which allow to deconstruct complex
values conveniently and safely.
Combined, these features offers numerous advantages:
• Model data in a way that is close to the programmer’s intuition, abstracting away the details of the memory
representation of said data.
• Safely handle the data by ensuring via pattern-matching that its manipulation is well typed, exhaustive, and
non-redundant.
• Optimize manipulation of the data thanks to the presence of richer constructs understood by the compiler.
Initially mostly present in functional programming languages such as OCaml and Haskell, Algebraic Data Types
are now present in languages with different paradigms such as web programming with Typescript, Object oriented
programming with Scala (and soon Java1 !) and imperative programming with Rust.
Unfortunately, these features are so far seldom used much in High Performance Computing, notably in languages like C and C++. One of the reason is that, while they provide great convenience and safety, Algebraic Data
Types tend to abstract away the exact details of how data is represented in memory. These fine details are exactly
the control required by low-level programmers to achieve high performances.
A first step: the example of Rust Rust made a first contribution in this space by providing dedicated optimizations to the representation of ADTs. Let us take the example of the Option algebraic data type, which indicates
that a value can be present (the Some case) or not (the None case).

enum Option<T> { // Optional values of type T
Some(T), // Some value of type T
None, // No value
}
The type Option<Int64> represents an optional 64-bit integer and has a memory representation using up to
two words: one word to distinguish between the two constructors and one word containing the integer. We now
consider the type Option<&T> of optional pointers to a type T. Like machine integers, pointers occupy one word.
However null pointers are forbidden in Rust, which means the value 0 is never used. Therefor, an optional pointer
can use it to distinguish the None constructor which allow Rust to represent values of type Option<&T> with only
one word. This recovers the efficiency of null pointers, without loosing safety. This concept is also used for other
similar types such as file handles (for which −1 is forbidden).
While this optimizations provide huge-gains in the context or Rust, it is generally restricted to ADTs with very
simple structures, such as Option. Generalizing this optimizations to arbitrary ADTs require developing new
dedicated analysis and optimizations tailor-made for this use-case.
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Objective and program of the PhD

The goal of this PhD is to investigate extensions of algebraic data types outside of the usual constraints of functional
garbage-collected programming languages, specifically targeted at High Performance Computing. The Phd will
explore internal memory optimizations as well as compiler optimizations opportunities for HPC languages.
The work would draw inspirations from several sources:
• The extensive literature on Algebraic Data Types, in particular their typing, expressivity and safety considerations [3, 6, 8, 9] but also how to optimize pattern-matching [7].
• The work on “niches” in the context of the Rust compiler, which provided some limited memory optimizations
for Algebraic Data Types and give an early hint as to what is possible.
• The work on succinct and cache-aware data-structures, notably trees, which explores how to provide heavily
hand-optimized representation for complex data ([1]).
• The first step toward more “HPC-compilers oriented” tree optimizations based on array-based layouts (Tarries) explored in the context of the Phd of Paul Iannetta ([4], another paper submitted).
Such extensions could in particular apply to lower-level languages like Rust or C++, but also inform new developments to provide better control in otherwise higher-level languages, like OCaml and Haskell.
Program
• In the first year, the Phd student will extensively study the above cited sources of inspiration under the point
of view of low-level memory optimization. Then she will propose a general framework for designing memory
representations of general ADTs. Milestones will include non recursive sum types and simple recursive
types (with indirections) such as trees. A first proposition for compiling pattern-matching will be designed
and compared to previous solutions.
• The second year will be devoted to the construction of a first prototype to demonstrate the pertinence of the
previous propositions. The front-end might be a “toy domain specific language” with pattern matching but it
will be designed having full recursive ADT support in mind. The validation will be:
– On expressivity: we will use examples coming from the C HPC community (hand-crafted examples).
– On performance: we will use benchmarks of the Rust/Ocaml community (with restrictive ADTs shapes
compared to the scope of our study).
• For the rest of the Phd, and depending of the current results/ status of the previous activities, the student
might study:
– Recursive ADT structures with no indirection (linearization of trees, for example);
– In place operations for ADTs;
– More type constructions (arrays, dictionaries);
– Application to succinct data structures [2, 5, 10].

2.1

Location and Supervising

The PhD will take place in LIP, Lyon, France in the CASH team 2 It will be supervised by:
• Gabriel Radanne, Inria researcher (70 % on this PhD). No current PhD advising or supervising. Gabriel
Radanne has a large experience in the design and implementation of statically typed programming languages, both high and low level. He is also involved in the OCaml ecosystem at large, and the development
of the OCaml type-checker in particular, which is one of the most mature language featuring ADTs.
• Laure Gonnord, habilitated assistant professor at Lyon 1 (30 % on this PhD). Currently co-advising two thirdyear PhD students (at 70% each) ending fall 2021. Laure Gonnord has many experiences in static analysis
applied to compilation in general, and HPC kernels in particular. She has designed analyses that especially
target the LLVM compiler’s intermediate representation and has strong knowledge of the polyhedral model
framework for optimizing intensive computation kernels. The has supervised the Phd work of Paul Iannetta
which has partly inspired this new Phd project
Both Gabriel Radanne and Laure Gonnord are part of the CASH team, which aims to provide solutions for the
end-user developers to fully leverage the capabilities of modern hardware. This can imply targeting new hardware
such as FPGA, exploiting parallelism, but also developing new language features that can be better optimized by
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the compiler. As such, this project directly integrates in the team’s objectives by improving the languages used to
develop high performance applications.
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